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Biomarkers in the era of targeted
therapy in giant cell arteritis
and polymyalgia rheumatica:
is it possible to replace
acute-phase reactants?

Guillermo Carvajal Alegria1,2*, Mathilde Nicolas2

and Yannick van Sleen3

1EA6295 Nanomédicaments et Nanosondes, Université de Tours, Tours, France, 2Department of
Rheumatology, Centre Hospitalier Régional Universitaire (CHRU) de Tours, Tours Cedex, France,
3Department of Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology, University Medical Center Groningen,
Groningen, Netherlands
Research into giant cell arteritis (GCA) and polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) has

become more important in the last few decades. Physicians are facing several

challenges in managing the diagnosis, treatment, and relapses of GCA and PMR

patients. The search for biomarkers could provide elements to guide a

physician’s decision. In this review, we aim to summarize the scientific

publications about biomarkers in GCA and PMR in the past decade. The first

point raised by this review is the number of clinical situations in which biomarkers

could be useful: differential diagnosis of either GCA or PMR, diagnosis of

underlying vasculitis in PMR, prediction of relapse or complications, disease

activity monitoring, choice, and modification of treatments. The second point

raised by this review is the large number of biomarkers studied, from common

markers like C-reactive protein, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, or elements of

blood count to inflammatory cytokines, growth factors, or immune cell

subpopulations. Finally, this review underlines the heterogeneity between the

studies and proposes points to consider in studies evaluating biomarkers in

general and particularly in the case of GCA and PMR.

KEYWORDS

giant cell arteritis, polymyalgia rheumatica, biomarker, targeted therapy, disease
activity monitoring
1 Introduction

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) and polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) are two inflammatory

diseases. Both diseases share a common distinguishing feature: they occur almost

exclusively after the age of 50 years. Moreover, GCA and PMR are often associated (1).

For this reason, PMR and GCA have sometimes been considered the same disease with
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different stages. Current understanding of the pathophysiology of

the diseases implies shared pathways (2–4).

GCA, as a large-vessel vasculitis, affects the aorta and its

branches until the peripheral organs. The disease was first named

temporal arteritis in reference to one of its main manifestations:

headaches and tenderness of the inflamed temporal artery. In the

cranial form of the disease, GCA can also cause jaw claudication,

transient or permanent visual loss, diplopia, and tongue ischemia

(5–7). But GCA can also have extra-cranial involvement with

aortitis, and the symptoms are then less specific (asthenia, fever,

weight loss) with sometimes severe complications (limb

claudication, mesenteric ischemia, etc.) (8).

PMR is considered an inflammatory rheumatism, affecting the

shoulder and pelvic girdle. PMR is responsible for intense pain

during the night and prolonged morning stiffness. Even though no

severe complications can occur in the absence of associated

vasculitis, PMR is responsible for substantial disability in elderly

people. Advances in the use of imaging in the disease have

underlined the involvement of periarticular inflammation and

bursitis (subacromial bursitis, peri-ischiatic bursitis, inter-spinous

bursitis) (9–13).

Both diseases are also characterized by a fast—but sometimes

only partial—response to glucocorticoids (GC). Nonetheless, the

use of prolonged glucocorticoid therapy is now clearly recognized as

harmful for patients, and there is an important need for

glucocorticoid sparing agents. Translational studies on the

pathophysiology of the diseases have led to the discovery of many

proteins and cell types involved in the diseases. These discoveries

have aided in the selection of potential biomarkers in subsequent

studies. Moreover, the development of new technologies, which

enabled the screening of a huge number of molecules, led to the

identification of many potential biomarkers.

The search for biomarkers has become more important over the

years for many diseases. But it is crucial to define the scientific and

clinical questions that can be answered by this search. In GCA and

PMR, several challenges are still unresolved. First, diagnosis is

sometimes difficult for GCA or PMR, and despite the help of new

imaging technologies, a simple biological tool could help physicians

in their daily diagnostic work-up. Second, it is not always easy to

diagnose large-vessel vasculitis in patients with clinical PMR. The

involvement of the aorta is often pauci-symptomatic, and simple

markers to guide imaging would be useful. Third, disease

monitoring is based on clinical symptoms and acute phase

reactants. However, better monitoring of biomarkers is required,

particularly in light of emerging targeted therapies (e.g.,

tocilizumab), which can interfere with the measurement of acute

phase reactants. Finally, no marker has been clearly associated with
Abbreviations: BAFF, B cell activating factor; CRP, C-reactive protein; CXCL,

chemokine C-X-C motif; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GC,

glucocorticoids; GCA, giant call arteritis; IL, interleukin; Jak/STAT, Janus

kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription; MCP-1, monocyte

chemoattractant protein-1; MCP-3, monocyte chemoattractant protein 3;

MMP, Matrix MetalloProteinase; PMR, polymyalgia rheumatica; ROC, receiver

operating characteristics; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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a clinical response to GC, methotrexate, leflunomide, or targeted

therapies so far.

The aim of this review is to provide the most recent data about the

discovery and evaluation of biomarkers in GCA and PMR and to see if

acute phase reactants could be replaced by other biomarkers. This

review is structured according to clinical situations in which physicians

might require the help of biological evaluation to make medical

decisions. Without using the methodology of a systematic literature

review, we conducted a first search on PubMed for articles that contain

the expressions “biomarker” and either “giant cell arteritis” or

“polymyalgia rheumatica” in the title or abstract. The search was

then extended to references to the identified studies and to articles

previously known by the authors.
2 Giant cell arteritis

There are still many unanswered questions concerning the

management of GCA. Here, we will discuss the potential utility of

biomarkers to address three of these questions. i) Because there is

no blood test to accurately diagnose GCA, the first question is

whether biomarkers can aid in the diagnosis of GCA. ii) Because of

the disastrous vascular complications (blindness, stroke), the

second question is whether it is possible to use biomarkers to

predict complications or relapses of the disease. iii) Finally, the

approval for tocilizumab in GCA raised issues about the follow-up

of the disease. Therefore, the third question is whether new

biological tools can be identified that could monitor disease

activity, which would be precious in daily practice.
2.1 Biomarkers for diagnosis of giant
cell arteritis

The diagnosis of GCA is often challenging. In the cranial form

of the disease, with typical manifestations, the diagnosis is typically

less complicated. But even in such cases, differential diagnoses have

been described (14). The temporal artery biopsy had been

considered the gold standard for GCA diagnosis until the most

recent recommendations on the use of imaging (15). The use of

ultrasound, positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance

imaging, and angiography by computed tomography enables a

diagnosis of GCA without performing a temporal artery biopsy.

This is particularly important for patients with the extra-cranial

form of the disease. But diagnosis remains a challenge in first-line

care, for physicians who cannot access imaging easily, and in some

cases where imaging does not provide a definitive answer and

neither does a temporal artery biopsy. To aid the diagnosis,

several biomarkers have been investigated (Table 1).
2.1.1 Acute-phase reactants
Acute-phase reactants, such as C-reactive protein (CRP), or

erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), are routinely used as tools for

diagnosis and monitoring disease activity. But the diagnostic value

of CRP or ESR has been discussed in several studies (17, 23–26).
frontiersin.org
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Sensitivity of CRP and ESR was reported at 96.2% and 91.5%,

respectively for the diagnosis of temporal artery positive GCA

compared to a negative temporal artery biopsy (suspected GCA)

(26). But their specificity was poor (respectively, 41.3% and 37.4%).

In a large study on biomarkers, the area under the curve for the

diagnostic performance of CRP was 0.63, which does not indicate

good discrimination (17). In another large cohort, the sensitivity of

CRP and ESR to predict a positive temporal artery biopsy was found

to be 86.4% and 84.2%, respectively (23). But the specificity was

much lower (30.5% for CRP and 29.5% for ESR). So, as expected,

the negative predictive value is quite acceptable for CRP and ESR,

but the positive predictive value is low. Serum amyloid A, though

not performed routinely in every center, has also been studied and

was found to be elevated in GCA patients compared to blood

donors in two different studies (16, 27). But no threshold and no

diagnostic performance were defined for its use in daily practice.

ESR and CRP should be used to rule out the diagnosis of GCA

(except for patients with very typical symptoms requiring more

investigation), but they are not sufficient to validate the diagnosis

of GCA.
2.1.2 Full blood count
Platelets and other parameters of the full blood count are highly

affected by inflammation. Several studies evaluated the use of

platelet counts as a diagnostic tool for GCA (17, 24–26). In

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis, the area under

the curve could range from 0.66 to 0.75. Two studies compared

patients with a positive temporal artery biopsy to patients with

suspected GCA but a negative temporal artery biopsy (24, 26).

Another study compared GCA patients to mimics of GCA (17). A

high platelet number indicated a higher probability of GCA

compared to the mimics (17). Platelet count could not be used

alone because its specificity was not high enough. But a low platelet

count could be a trigger to look further into other diagnoses.
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One study focused on the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio,

platelet to lymphocyte ratio, and monocyte to lymphocyte ratio to

diagnose GCA (24). The sensitivity and specificity of these ratios

were not reported, and the areas under the curves of ROC analyses

were between 0.55 and 0.62.

The platelet count is currently the best biomarker available that

is complementary to CRP and ESR. The threshold should be

considered between 350 and 400.109/l.

2.1.3 Autoantibodies
Several autoantibodies, such as anti-cardiolipin autoantibodies

and anti-ferritin autoantibodies, have been studied in GCA.

Nevertheless, in the end, the diagnostic performance was not

good enough to allow the use of such autoantibodies in daily

practice (28–32). Considering the specificity of autoantibodies as

diagnostic tools or to assess disease activity, we will not go into

detail in this review. Data about autoantibodies in GCA have been

reviewed previously elsewhere (33).

2.1.4 Monocyte chemoattractant protein 3
Very interesting data are provided by a Swedish study on the

biomarkers that were measured in people prior to the development

of GCA (22). In this study, the authors used a large cohort of 30,447

patients—initially developed to study cancer—and identified 94

cases of incident GCA. The authors analyzed 92 inflammatory

biomarkers and observed that interferon gamma and monocyte

chemoattractant protein 3 (MCP-3) were associated with a greater

risk (an odds ratio of 3.74 in the 8.5 years before the onset of the

disease) to develop GCA, several years before the appearance of

the first symptoms. Although no analysis was made to estimate the

potential diagnostic usefulness of those markers and only MCP-3

remained significant in a sensitivity analysis, they might be

promising biomarkers. The involvement of monocytes and

macrophages has been more and more studied in GCA (34).
TABLE 1 Biomarkers evaluated for the diagnosis of giant cell arteritis.

Category Biomarker Usefulness for
diagnosis

Daily biology CRP (16–18), ESR (17, 18), leukocytes (17), platelets (17) Platelet count (17)

Inflammation SAA (16, 18), IL-6 (18), resistin (16)

Vascular
involvement

VEGF (16–19), angiopoietin 1 (17, 18), angiopoietin 2 (17, 18), sTie2 (17, 18), VCAM-1 (16)

Monocytes/
macrophages
involvement

YKL-40 (16, 17, 20), sCD206 (17), GM-CSF (21), MCP-3 (22), M-CSF (16), MARCO (16) MCP-3 (for
prediction of GCA
development)

Extracellular
remodeling

MMP-1 (16), MMP-2 (16), MMP-3 (17), MMP-9 (16, 17), A1AT (17) MMP-3 (17)

Neutrophil
involvement

Calprotectin (17), PR3 (17), elastase (17) PR3 (17)

Lymphocyte
activation and
cytokines

BAFF (16, 21), INFa (21), IFNg (16, 21), IL-1b (16, 21), IL-2 (16, 21), IL-4 (21), IL-5 (21), IL-6 (16, 21), IL-7 (21), IL-8 (16,
21),IL-9 (16), IL-10 (16, 21), IL-12 (21), IL-13 (16, 21), IL-15 (21), IL-17 (16, 21), IL-18 (16), IL-23 (16), IL-27 (16), IL-31 (16),
TNFa (16, 21), TNF-R1 (16), sIL-1Ra (21), sIL-2R (21)

Cell migration CCL2 (21), CCL3 (21), CCL4 (21), CCL5 (21), CCL11 (21), CXCL9 (21), CXCL10 (21)
Biomarkers described as significantly different compared to healthy controls are in bold.
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Their role in the pathophysiology of the disease might precede the

appearance of clinical symptoms. So, early identification of

monocyte disturbances might help diagnose GCA earlier.

The usefulness of MCP-3 should be evaluated in other studies.

2.1.5 Cytokines and other proteins
In a study comparing 97 untreated GCA patients to 53 healthy

controls (16), many markers were differentially expressed between

the two groups. The identified proteins are involved in several

pathways already identified in the pathophysiology of GCA, such as

inflammation (interleukin [IL]1 beta, IL-6, IL-8, IL-23, IL-31,

interferon gamma, etc.), vascular involvement (vascular

endothelial growth factor, intercellular adhesion molecule 1), or

monocyte/macrophage involvement (macrophage receptor with

collagenous structure, macrophage colony stimulating factor,

chitinase 3-like protein 1, also known as YKL-40). In addition to

the interesting results of their clustering analysis, three candidates

for biomarkers are identified by the authors: serum amyloid A, IL-6,

and IL-23. As we will detail later in this review, IL-6 and IL-23 have

also been studied as biomarkers for relapse. Finally, YKL-40 serum

levels were also found to be increased in patients with GCA

compared to controls. The role of YKL-40 in the pathophysiology

of GCA is not clearly understood yet. Nevertheless, recent data

suggest that YKL-40 is strongly expressed by GM-CSF-skewed, pro-

inflammatory macrophages in the temporal arteries of GCA

patients (35). YKL-40 likely plays a role in mediating the

formation of small new vessels and in local tissue destruction

through matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-9 production. In

another study analyzing a large number of candidates for

biomarkers, YKL-40 was found to be elevated compared to

healthy controls but not compared to patients with a pathology

mimicking GCA (17). In another study comparing GCA patients to

healthy controls, B cell activating factor (BAFF), chemokine C-X-C

motif (CXCL)9, and IL-6 showed great performances (with area

under the curve of respectively 0.90, 0.93, 0.85, and 0.98 in

ROC analysis).

Osteopontin has also been evaluated in order to differentiate

patients with vasculitis but a negative temporal artery biopsy from

patients without vasculitis and a negative temporal artery biopsy in

a cohort of patients with negative temporal artery biopsy with a

suspicion of GCA (36). Osteopotin was strongly expressed in all

patients with a positive temporal artery biopsy and was not detected

in patients with a negative temporal artery biopsy without vasculitis.

But in the group of patients with a negative temporal artery biopsy

and vasculitis, osteopontin was detected in only two out of 17

patients. These data do not suggest that osteopontin is useful for the

diagnosis of GCA in addition to the pathological examination of

temporal artery biopsies.

The choice of a comparator in studies evaluating the utility of

biomarkers seems critical. Indeed, when GCA patients are

compared to healthy controls without any inflammatory disease,

we probably collect data useful to understand the pathophysiology

of the disease. But, in clinical practice, biomarkers for diagnosis will

be used in patients with clinical manifestations (vasculitis

symptoms, fever, elevated acute-phase reactants). The
Frontiers in Immunology 04
performance and utility of biomarkers must be evaluated in the

context of clinical reasoning. Consequently, to evaluate a biomarker

useful for diagnosis in difficult cases or in patients with symptoms

suggestive of GCA, biomarkers should be measured in cohorts

including patients with GCA and patients with mimicking diseases.

IL-6 has been reported as a potential diagnostic biomarker in

several studies and has a strong correlation with CRP and ESR.

Nevertheless, IL-6 cannot be measured in daily practice in

most countries.
2.2 Biomarkers for relapsing diseases
and complications

2.2.1 Biomarkers to follow disease activity
2.2.1.1 Acute-phase reactants and hematology parameters

ESR, CRP, hemoglobin, and platelets have been evaluated as

markers of relapse in GCA patients treated with GC. Most relapses

occurred in patients with less than 5 mg of GC. CRP and ESR were

studied in relapsing and non-relapsing patients with GCA during

the first 3 months, the remaining portion of the first year of

treatment, and the period after the first year of treatment (37).

ESR was significantly higher in relapsing patients during the three

periods studied. CRP was not significantly higher between relapsing

and non-relapsing patients during the first three months

of treatment.

So, ESR might be a better marker of relapses during the first 3

months of treatment. The daily GC dose might play a role in CRP’s

ability to flag disease activity.

2.2.1.2 Interleukin 6

The first reports on the correlation between IL-6 serum or

plasma levels and disease activity or inflammation in GCA patients

are from the early 90s (38, 39). In the first study, Dasgupta and

Panayi described an increase in IL-6 in the serum of 12 PMR

patients and 3 GCA patients. IL-6 levels were increased in untreated

patients compared to healthy controls. In contrast, the levels of IL-6

in the serum of treated patients were not increased. Moreover, IL-6

levels were correlated with ESR (38). In the second study, Roche

et al. identified higher IL-6 levels in the plasma of 13 untreated PMR

and 19 untreated GCA patients compared to 20 healthy controls.

The authors also identified a correlation between IL-6 plasma levels

and ESR (39). IL-6 serum levels might also be strongly influenced

using GC. In a study on biomarkers (including IL-6) evaluating two

kinds of GC, IL-6 was measured after four weeks of GC (40). In this

study, the observed IL-6 levels were not as high as expected in

patients with active GCA. Therefore, knowledge of the kinetics of

the cytokines under specific therapies is essential before

implementing the use of these cytokines in the monitoring of

disease. In other studies, serum levels of IL-6, but not soluble IL-6

receptors, were associated with disease activity (41). The IL-6

receptor levels were slightly increased in PMR patients at onset

compared to healthy controls. Moreover, IL-6R levels were stable in

PMR patients during follow-up. Interestingly, IL-6 levels were

found to be associated with inflammation on positron emission
frontiersin.org
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tomography. So, IL-6 levels might reflect the intensity of vascular

uptake in positron emission tomography.

2.2.1.3 Interleukin 12 and 23

Among the cytokines studied in the pathophysiology of GCA,

IL-12 and 23 have been reported as relevant in the development of

vascular inflammation (42). Both cytokines were able to increase the

production of IL-6 in explants of the temporal arteries in GCA

patients. The assumed role of IL-23 in the pathophysiology of the

disease has recently led to the evaluation of the efficacy of IL-23

inhibition in GCA (ustekinumab NCT03711448 and gulsekumab

NCT04633447). IL-23 was also evaluated as a potential biomarker

in a prospective and longitudinal study on 31 untreated patients

with active GCA who started GCA treatment with or without

leflunomide (20). Serum IL-23 levels were high in patients at the

time of a disease relapse, and the IL-23 levels had been increasing

since the visit prior to the relapse, when the disease was not active.

Even though IL-23 has not been properly evaluated as a predictor of

a relapse in GCA, these data suggest that it might be of interest. The

use of IL-23 inhibitors in clinical trials will probably give us more

data about the role of this cytokine in GCA and its potential utility

as a biomarker.
2.2.1.4 The interferon pathway

Interferon pathways have also been studied in GCA and could

potentially serve as biomarkers of disease activity. Inflamed aortas

of GCA patients displayed a more pronounced interferon signature

than non-inflammatory aorta tissue (43). Also, the level of

interferon-alpha in the serum of patients with an active disease

was higher than in patients with an unactive disease. The

performance of the level of interferon used to monitor disease

activity has not been evaluated per se. But it seems that only three

out of fifteen patients with a disease in remission had interferon

alpha levels over 0.02 pg/ml, whereas this was the case in more than

half of patients with an active disease.
2.2.1.5 The Janus kinase/signal transducer and activator
of transcription pathway

In the same study (43), the authors reported an upregulation of

the cytokines and chemokines pathways, but also of the Janus

kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT)

pathway. The involvement of the JAK/STAT pathway is of interest

because several inhibitors of this pathway have been developed in

the last decade. It has been demonstrated that tofacitinib, an

inhibitor of JAK1 and JAK3, reduced inflammation due to T-cell

activation in inflamed arteries grafted to immunodeficient mice

(44). Recently, baricitinib, another JAK inhibitor, has been

evaluated in relapsing GCA in an open-label study (45).

Baricitinib was well tolerated, and most of the patients on

baricitinib were able to stop GC. Finally, one large clinically

controlled trial is ongoing, evaluating the efficacy of upadacitinib

in CGA patients (NCT03725202). Whether biomarkers reflecting

JAK/STAT pathway activation can be used to monitor disease

activity is still unclear.
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Though IL-6, IL-12, IL-23, and interferons might seem

promising, the main limitation to their use in daily practice is,

once again, the possibility of performing a routine analysis.

2.2.2 Biomarkers to evaluate prognosis measured
at diagnosis

Novel biomarkers that could predict whether GCA patients are

prone to disease complications or whether they are easy or difficult

to treat are highly anticipated and could potentially be used for

treatment stratification. Early studies mainly focused on clinical

criteria to predict complications in GCA (46). Hyperlipidemia at

diagnosis, for example, was found to be associated with a higher risk

of aortic aneurysms or aortic dissection, whereas an increased ESR

at diagnosis was associated with a lower risk of large vessel stenosis

(46, 47). Another study, however, showed that patients with

ischemic complications were reported to have lower levels of IL-6

in both the serum and in the temporal arteries at diagnosis

compared to patients without complications (48).

There are two studies that aim to predict the response to GC at

diagnosis using a score of systemic inflammation containing both

common inflammatory parameters and disease symptoms.

Hernández-Rodrıǵuez et al. suggested that patients with three criteria

among fever, weight loss, ESR ≥85 mm/h, or hemoglobin <11 g/dl

needed a longer use of GC with a higher cumulative dose and more

relapses (49). Similarly, Nesher et al. made use of a score containing

ESR, hemoglobin, leukocyte, and thrombocyte levels in addition to the

presence of fever to predict a favorable or unfavorable response to GC

treatment (50). Validation studies are required to identify which scores

perform better in independent cohorts.

It has been suggested that the expression of IL-17A in the

vasculitis lesions of the temporal arteries in GCA patients might

predict a good response to GC (51). The expression of IL-17A

mRNA in the temporal arteries of patients who achieved sustained

remission or had only one relapse was higher than in patients with

more than one relapse. Moreover, patients with high levels of IL-

17A mRNA expression were able to stop prednisone earlier than

others. The role of IL-17A in GCA and PMR is currently under the

spotlight due to the recent demonstration of the efficacy of

secukinumab, an anti-IL-17A monoclonal antibody (52).

In a study analyzing data from epigenome and transcriptome-

wide associations in CD14+ monocytes from patients affected by

GCA, many pathways were differentially regulated in GCA patients

compared to controls, but also in GCA patients treated with GC

compared to GCA patients without GC (53). The authors suggest

that CD163, a receptor expressed by monocytes with anti-

inflammatory properties, could represent a potential biomarker

for the response to GC in GCA.

YKL-40 has also been evaluated as a potential marker of

vascular complications (20). In this cohort, YKL-40 serum levels

were associated with vessel occlusion and trans-arterial

inflammation. Inflammation and occlusion were assessed in the

pathological evaluation of temporal artery biopsies. Even though

not all patients with an inflamed temporal artery biopsy had

elevated YKL-40 serum levels (lack of sensitivity), a level of YKL-

40 over 100 ng/ml seems highly specific for inflammation. The level
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of inflammation might be associated with a higher risk of vascular

complications. But no proper demonstration of the association

between YKL-40 and vascular complications has been provided so

far. Additionally, high YKL-40 levels at diagnosis were found to be

predictive of a longer time of GC-free remission in another

study (18).

At the inflammatory site, new outgrowth of small vessels can be

observed in GCA patients, and in the blood, angiogenesis markers

reflecting these processes could potentially serve as prognostic

markers. High serum levels of vascular endothelial growth factor

and angiopoietin-1 were found to be protective, as these patients

had a shorter time to GC-free remission than patients with low

serum levels. High levels of angiopoietin-2, however, tended to be

associated with a longer GC treatment duration (18).

Osteopontin levels have also been described as being associated

with the risk of relapse (54). Osteopontin is involved in bone and

cartilage physiology but has also been described as playing a role in

the immune response. In this study, patients with more than one

relapse had higher levels of osteopontin at baseline. Moreover,

patients with the highest level of osteopontin required longer

glucocorticoid therapy.

So far, the most commonly studied predictors of the cumulative

dose of GC are still the inflammatory parameters, either CRP alone

(55) or the association of several parameters (fever, weight loss,

ESR, hemoglobin, leukocytes, and thrombocytes).

Table 2 summarizes the biomarkers to predict flares during

GCA that we evaluated here. Some markers—mainly the common

ones—have been studied in several cohorts, and the results might be

controversial. CRP and ESR are the archetypes of this problem.

Those markers have been evaluated in many studies and are

sometimes associated with a higher risk of relapse, sometimes

not. Some biological markers have also been evaluated in

temporal artery biopsies.

2.2.3 Biomarkers to predict a relapse or a
complication measured during follow-up

In 2010, the serum levels of IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor

(TNF) alpha in GCA patients were assessed for a potential role in

predicting relapses or complications in GCA patients in remission

(69). The levels of both cytokines were increased compared to
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controls, but they were even higher in patients with a previous

relapse of the disease than in patients without. However, these

cytokines were not associated with the development of vascular

complications of the disease.

Among the family of acute-phase reactants, pentraxin 3 has also

been found to be increased in GCA patients with recent optic nerve

ischemia (19, 70). Although pentraxin 3 is considered an acute-

phase reactant, it was not found elevated in patients with PMR (71).

Indeed, pentraxin 3 has been linked to vascular inflammation (72),

but no studies have evaluated its role in predicting underlying

vasculitis in PMR patients.

Autoantibodies directed against the receptor for endothelin-1

may also predict future vascular complications in GCA patients.

Endothelin-1 is a peptide able to induce vascular contraction.

Endothelin-1 expression is upregulated in temporal artery

biopsies from patients with active GCA (73–75). The use of

macitentan, an antagonist of endothelin-1, reduced the

proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells in patients with

GCA (76). Whereas endothelin-1 was mostly measured in

temporal arteries, levels of autoantibodies directed against

endothelin-1 receptor A were studied in the serum of GCA

patients (77). The authors showed that autoantibody levels under

2.023 U/ml were associated with an increased risk of vascular

complications in the following 8 weeks.

Another study aimed to identify biomarkers for aortic dilatation

in patients with inactively treated GCA (78). The authors measured

the white blood counts, acute-phase reactants, cytokines (IL-5, IL-8,

IL-10, IL-17A, IL-18, IL-1RA, and TNFa), interferons (alpha and

gamma), selectins (L-selectin and P-selectin), platelet-derived

growth factor, interferon gamma-induced protein 10, and soluble

intercellular adhesion molecule 1. None of the investigated markers

were differentially expressed between GCA patients with and

without aortic dilatation, with 20 patients per group. Some

markers were not detected and therefore not analyzable (IL-5, IL-

10, IL-17A, IL-1RA, TNFa, interferons a, and g). No significant

difference was observed for the other markers.

Figure 1 shows the potential biomarkers at three critical points

in the evolution of GCA: prognosis at diagnosis, evaluation of

relapses, and evaluation of underlying activity in apparent

treatment-free remission.
TABLE 2 Biomarkers evaluated to predict relapse in giant cell arteritis.

Decreased risk of relapse No impact on the risk of relapse Increased risk of relapse

Serum/plasma Hemoglobin (56, 57)
MMP-2 (16)

CRP (29, 56, 58–61)
ESR (54, 56–60, 62, 63)
Fibrinogen (57)
Hemoglobin (54, 58, 60, 63, 64)
Leukocytes (62, 63)
Ferritin (64)
IL-6 (54, 64)
Platelets (56, 60, 62–64)

CRP (16, 54, 57, 64)
ESR (16, 37, 64, 65)
Fibrinogen (64)
Leukocytes (64)
Haptoglobin (58, 64)
Osteopontin (54)
SAA (16, 64)
Anticardiolipin antibodies (29)

Temporal artery biopsies Giant cells (66, 67)
IL-1b (68)
IL-6 (68)

Giant cells (56)
IL-17 (51)
TNF (68)
High inflammation (56)
Intraluminal thrombosis (56)
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2.3 Biomarkers for the monitoring of
targeted therapies

Considering the burden of long-term GC in the treatment of

GCA (79, 80), other options have been investigated as first-line or as

GC sparing agents. Tocilizumab is a monoclonal antibody targeting

the membranous and soluble receptors of IL-6. Increased levels of

IL-6 have been described in untreated and relapsing GCA (69),

leading to the evaluation of tocilizumab in GCA. Tocilizumab was

first evaluated in case series (81–84) before being evaluated in a

large randomized controlled trial known as the GIACTA trial in

2017 (85). Tocilizumab is now the first targeted therapy approved

by GCA. Given that IL-6 is an essential stimulator of acute-phase

markers such as CRP, monitoring disease activity is not possible

using these markers in patients using tocilizumab (86). ESR was also

reported at very low levels under tocilizumab therapy and did not

increase in most patients during flares (86). Results from the

Spanish cohort of GC patients treated with tocilizumab also

showed a dramatic decrease in both CRP and ESR (87, 88).

Therefore, novel IL-6-independent biomarkers that reflect vessel

wall inflammation are needed for monitoring these patients.

In an ancillary study of the GIACTA trial, the team from Boston

described disturbances in the T cell compartment of patients

included in the study (89). In this study, they described an

inflammatory profile of regulatory T cells secreting IL-17 and

associated with a less functional isoform of the Foxp3

transcription factor. Tocilizumab enabled a better correction of

the regulatory T cell abnormalities. But those analyses have not

been viable in daily practice so far, and these data remain

exploratory for therapeutic monitoring. In a small study including

26 patients, a decline in IL-6 serum levels during treatment was

associated with a decreased risk of relapse after the cessation of

tocilizumab therapy (90).

Osteopontin has been suggested as a potential biomarker to

monitor disease activity under tocilizumab therapy. Indeed, in the
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previously cited study evaluating the utility of osteopontin in the

prediction of flares, the level of osteopontin in GCA patients treated

with GC or with tocilizumab was also evaluated (54). As expected,

the level of CRP was very low or undetectable in the serum of

patients treated with tocilizumab. However, osteopontin was still

detected in the serum of patients treated with tocilizumab. More

data are mandatory, especially to assess whether osteopontin levels

reflect flares in patients on tocilizumab therapy, in order to consider

its use in clinical practice.

Recently, the utility of complements (C3 and C4) in the

monitoring of disease activity was assessed in a retrospective

cohort (91). Although neither C3 nor C4 were elevated at the

time of diagnosis compared to unaffected controls, their levels

decreased after the initiation of GC treatment. Moreover, in this

cohort, nine patients were treated with tocilizumab. The decrease in

both C3 and C4 was more pronounced in patients treated with

tocilizumab than in the patients treated with GC. The levels of C3

and C4 were not correlated to the levels of the CRP or ESR,

suggesting that complement might be independent from acute-

phase reactants and might be useful to assess disease activity under

tocilizumab therapy. When tocilizumab was stopped, the levels of

both C3 and C4 increased. Future studies should indicate whether

C3 and C4 can be used as monitoring biomarkers in GCA patients

on tocilizumab treatment. Only a little data is available about the

utility of complements in GCA. The first report is from 1986 and

gives mainly information about pathophysiology (92). A more

recent study evaluated the utility of complement in Takayasu

arteritis (93). Because of clinical similarities, Takayasu arteritis

and GCA might share common pathophysiological pathways. But

it remains unclear if the involvement of complement is specifically

associated with large vessel injuries or is a consequence of

inflammatory processes.

Osteopontin, C3, and C4 could be biomarkers useful to assess

disease activity under tocilizumab therapy, but more studies are

needed to confirm this.
FIGURE 1

Biomarkers important during follow-up of GCA and PMR patients. Here we show the timeline of the treatment of an example patient that receives
glucocorticoid (GC) treatment, which is tapered until the patient relapses. At that moment, the GC dose is increased and a DMARD is added. At
some point later, the patient reaches GC-free and also treatment-free remission. In this figure, we also show at which point biomarkers could aid
the monitoring of patients (1): are biomarkers measured at diagnosis that are predictive of an unfavorable (i.e., relapsing) disease course (2); are
biomarkers that are altered during clinical relapses; and (3) are biomarkers that remain altered in patients in treatment-free remission, potentially
reflecting smoldering tissue inflammation. Biomarkers in red are measured in temporal artery biopsies; others are measured in blood.
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2.4 Biomarkers reflecting
underlying inflammation

There is increasing evidence that GCA (and PMR) symptoms can

readily return due to persistent inflammation at the tissue level.

Measures of systemic inflammation are suppressed in treated

patients but do not necessarily reflect ongoing tissue inflammation.

Observations by ultrasound imaging show that vessel-wall thickening

persists for years in GC-treated GCA patients (94). Maleszewski et al.

performed a follow-up temporal artery biopsy in GCA patients that

had biopsy-proven GCA (95). Most patients showed persistent vascular

inflammation with macrophages and T cells after up to one year of GC

treatment. This number of patients with persistent inflammation is

likely even an underestimation, as the follow-up biopsy was taken on

the opposite site of the primary biopsy. Inflamed tissues may be missed

due to skip lesions, and vascular inflammation may be present in the

aorta and its branches (which may be even more GC-resistant (96)).

Interestingly, it has been shown that two macrophage-produced

proteins remain elevated in the serum of GCA patients during the

first year of treatment (35). Calprotectin and YKL-40, released by

infiltrating phagocytes and CD206+ macrophages, respectively, may

thus possibly reflect tissue inflammation. Calprotectin and YKL-40 are

still expressed in aorta biopsies of patients with GCA-caused

aneurysms, a complication typically representing late-stage disease.

This is in accordance with leukocyte subset data, showing that the

myeloid bias is not corrected by GCs and is still apparent in treatment-

free GCA and PMR patients (37).
3 Polymyalgia rheumatica

PMR remains an understudied disease. Compared to other

rheumatic diseases or GCA, the number of available publications

on biomarkers was scarce. Nevertheless, during the last decades,

research on PMR has evolved and led to new diagnostic, imaging,

and therapeutic aspects of the disease. Several challenges have

been highlighted, such as the identification of asymptomatic

vasculitis in PMR patients, optimization of GC therapy, and

identification of alternatives to GC (mainly with targeted

therapies but also with methotrexate and leflunomide). For

now, the impact of subclinical vasculitis on treatment is not

determined, and no treatment has been approved for PMR

despite several randomized controlled trials demonstrating the

efficacy of IL-6 blockade (97, 98). But these questions are what is

at stake for tomorrow and lead us to the same consideration of

the utility of biomarkers as in GCA.
3.1 Biomarkers for the diagnosis of PMR

The identification of biomarkers for the diagnosis of PMR has

not been studied extensively. One study compared PMR patients to

healthy controls and provided sensitivity and specificity of 100% for

IL-6 levels over 8 pg/ml in the serum (21). BAFF and CXCL9 and 10

also had excellent performances. But a comparison with patients
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with suspected PMR (and possibly another inflammatory

condition) is lacking.

The current biomarkers identified represent clues to the

pathophysiology of the disease rather than clinical tools.
3.2 Biomarkers for the identification
of underlying vasculitis in
polymyalgia rheumatica

An important issue at the time of PMR diagnosis is whether the

patient has an overlapping GCA. This is important, as

complications of GCA can be dangerous, such as blindness and

aneurysms. GCA patients also require a higher starting

glucocorticoid dose. Arterial inflammation in patients with PMR

manifests itself mostly in the aorta and its branches (99), and this

type of GCA (LV-GCA) has mostly no specific symptoms. The links

between PMR and GCA are not clear yet. Despite a strong

association between both diseases, we do not understand how and

why so many PMR patients will develop concomitant vasculitis (1).

The use of ultrasonography and positron emission tomography has

led to the identification of vascular involvement in patients with

PMR but without any clinical signs of vasculitis (1, 100, 101).

However, the use of ultrasonography or positron emission

tomography is either time-consuming or expensive and is not

available to all physicians. The use of simple biomarkers might be

more suitable to enable a large screening of all patients with PMR.

However, both GCA and PMR patients have high levels of acute-

phase markers, rendering them mostly useless in making a

distinction between these two diseases.

There are a few potential biomarkers that could aid in the

identification of those PMR patients who also have overlapping GCA

at diagnosis. In 2015, a first study described an increase in MMP-3

levels in the serum of patients with isolated PMR compared to patients

with PMR and concomitant GCA (102). In this study, the threshold for

MMP3 was determined at 140 ng/ml. Sensitivity and specificity were

then 91% and 66%, respectively. A recent study validated data from

earlier studies that point to the utility of vascular remodeling markers

to identify patients with PMR + GCA (17). Low levels of MMP-3 and a

high angiopoietin-2/1 ratio were found to be accurate biomarkers for

GCA in patients with PMR in both a Dutch and a Danish cohort. High

ESR levels could also discriminate between PMR patients with and

without GCA in both cohorts, albeit with lower accuracy. Additionally,

low levels of calprotectin, which is considered a marker of neutrophil

and monocyte migration, were found to be associated with overlapping

GCA in PMR patients (103). Table 3 summarizes studies evaluating

biomarkers for the detection of underlying vasculitis. As we discussed

above, pentraxin 3 could be a good discriminatory marker, as it was

found elevated in GCA but not in PMR patients, and because it might

be associated with vascular inflammation. But further studies are

needed to evaluate its usefulness.

ESR, MMP-3, and the angiopoietin 1/angiopoietin 2 ratio

demonstrated their abilities to identify the underlying GCA in

PMR patients. But only ESR is currently available in daily

practice in most countries.
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3.3 Biomarkers for the risk of relapse of
PMR and disease activity

One study analyzed sIL-6R and sgp130 as biomarkers to predict

the risk of relapse in PMR (105). The authors found a positive

correlation between the sIL-6R concentration in the serum of

patients at diagnosis and the number of relapses. The same

correlation was observed between the serum level of sIL-6R after

1, 3, and 12 months of treatment and the number of relapses. Since

2008, no study has replicated these results.

A correlation between several parameters from the full blood count

and ESR or CRP has been reported. The platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio

seems to be correlated with both CRP and ESR (106). The neutrophil-

to-lymphocyte ratio could also be a predictor of poor outcomes, but no

threshold has been determined yet (106, 107). IL-6 has also been

reported to have a good correlation with CRP, ESR, leukocytes,

platelets, and neutrophils (21, 108). Surprisingly, TNFa also

correlated with ESR and haptoglobin but not to CRP (49). Finally,

vascular endothelial growth factor and BAFF were also reported with a

good correlation to both ESR and CRP (21, 109).

The strong correlation observed between CRP (or ESR) and several

biomarkers is promising, but none of these biomarkers can be

used currently.
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3.4 Biomarkers for the prognosis of
polymyalgia rheumatica under
conventional or targeted therapies

3.4.1 Glucocorticoids and synthetic
glucocorticoid sparing agents

Similarly to GCA, biomarkers that can predict disease course

are highly anticipated for PMR patients. Several markers have been

postulated that could aid in the stratification of PMR patients. A

high ESR at diagnosis has been associated with long-term

glucocorticoid use during follow-up in two studies (110, 111),

although another study could not find this association (37).

Angiopoietin-2, which was also associated with concomitant GCA

in PMR patients, was also a strong predictor of glucocorticoid

treatment duration in PMR patients with isolated disease (18).

Other potential markers of an unfavorable disease course are a high

neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio, a high red blood cell distribution

width, and a low hemoglobin (37, 107, 112). CRP is routinely used

to assess inflammatory activity. The decrease of CRP in the blood

after one month of GC therapy might be predictive of remission

with GC and of a lower cumulative GC dosage (55).

Full blood count elements and serial CRP measurements are

still the main predictors of the response to GC.
TABLE 3 Biomarkers evaluated to detect subclinical vascular involvement in polymyalgia rheumatica.

Molecule References Population Threshold Interest

CRP van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

ESR van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR 60–91 mm/h GCA/PMR Vs Isolated PMR

Leukocytes van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

Platelets van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

MCP-1 Ellignsen et al. (104) Untreated PMR/GCA No difference between PMR and GCA

VEGF van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

Angiopoietin 1 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR Agpt1/2 ratio 0.048–0.051 GCA/PMR Vs Isolated PMR

Angiopoietin 2 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR Agpt1/2 ratio 0.048–0.051 GCA/PMR Vs Isolated PMR

Soluble Tie2 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

YKL-40 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

MMP3 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR 14–23 ng/ml GCA/PMR Vs Isolated PMR

MMP9 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

sCD206 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

Calprotectin van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

PR3 van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

Elastase van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR

A1AT van Sleen et al. (17) Suspicion of GCA or PMR
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3.4.2 Targeted therapies
As discussed above in GCA, CRP is hardly interpretable in

patients using tocilizumab treatment (113). In PMR, too,

biomarkers would be needed during the use of IL-6 blocking

therapies. The level of gammaglobulins before tocilizumab

initiation has been suggested to be predictive of early response to

tocilizumab therapy (108). But these results have not been

reproduced yet. Table 4 summarizes the exploratory markers

evaluated in PMR.
4 Discussion

Several studies evaluated biomarkers in GCA and PMR. Due to

differences in the methodology, many molecules studied could not

be used in daily practice. Moreover, the availability of a validated

assay for daily care limits the use of some promising biomarkers.

Tables 5, 6 summarize the data from ROC analysis and correlation

studies in GCA and PMR. To summarize this review,
Fron
• For the diagnosis of GCA, ESR and CRP are useful to rule

out the diagnosis in the case of values in the normal range.

The platelet count can also be used in the diagnostic

process, with a threshold defined, depending on the study,

between 350 and 400.109/l. MCP-3, IL-6, and other

biomarkers are promising but are not available in daily care.

• For the evaluation of the disease activity of GCA, ESR and

CRP are still relevant. During the first 3 months, the ESR

might be more sensitive to diagnosing flares than the CRP.

IL-6, IL-12, and IL-23 interferons are promising leads but

are often unavailable in daily care.

• Some biomarkers have been suggested to predict a poor

outcome for vascular complications, such as pentraxin-3
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and anti-endothelin-1 receptor A autoantibodies. But once

again, those markers are not available in daily care.

• A composite score of inflammatory parameters (fever,

weight loss , ESR, hemoglobin, leukocytes , and

thrombocytes) could be the most readily implemented

predictor of the cumulative dose of GC in GCA, even

though thresholds need to be validated.

• No biomarker is clearly identified to replace CRP in

treatments that inhibit IL-6R. But osteopontin, C3, and

C4 have promising published data.

• In PMR, most biomarkers have been studied in comparison

to healthy controls and are mainly clues to pathophysiology.

• ESR, MMP-3, and the angiopoietin 1/angiopoietin 2 ratio

demonstrated their abilities to identify underlying GCA in

PMR patients.

• Several biomarkers (IL-6, TNFa, vascular endothelial

growth factor, BAFF) correlate with CRP and/or ESR in

PMR.

• Full blood count elements (high neutrophil-to-lymphocyte

ratio, a high red blood cell distribution width, and a low

hemoglobin) and sequential CRP measurements are still the

main predictors of the response to GC in PMR.
To obtain reliable biomarkers, the methodology of the studies is

critical. For example, several studies were performed to identify

biomarkers useful for the diagnosis of GCA or PMR but used

healthy controls as a comparator. However, in daily practice,

physicians do not need a test to discriminate patients from

healthy people, but to discriminate patients with GCA (or PMR)

from patients with other diseases mimicking GCA (or PMR). But

few studies are done in such cohorts.

Many biomarkers are described as higher or lower in one

population compared to another. But the comparison of the mean
TABLE 4 Exploratory biomarker in polymyalgia rheumatica.

Molecule References Population Threshold Interest

Hemoglobin Pulsatelli et al. (105) PMR onset and under GC therapy 11.5 g/dl Increase of the risk of relapse under GC

MCP-1 Ellignsen et al. (104) Untreated PMR/GCA No difference between PMR and GCA

VEGF Meliconi et al. (109) Untreated and treated PMR

MMP3 Ribbens et al. (114) Inflammatory diseases MMP3 is higher in diseases with synovial involvement
including PMR

CXCL9 van der Geest et al.
(21)

Early untreated PMR or GCA Increased in PMR
Correlated moderately with ESR and CRP

IL-6 van der Geest et al.
(21)

Early untreated PMR or GCA Increased in PMR
Decreased in GC induced remission
Correlates with CRP and ESR

IL-6 Carvajal Alegria et al.
(115)

Early untreated PMR then under
tocilizumab therapy

Increased in PMR
Correlates with CRP
IL-6 decrease associated with B-cell increase

Gammaglobulins Carvajal Alegria et al.
(108)

Early untreated PMR then under
tocilizumab therapy

Associate with earlier response to tocilizumab

Serum IL-6R Pulsatelli et al. (105) PMR onset and under GC therapy 56 ng/ml Increase of the risk of relapse under GC
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TABLE 5 Summary of the studies evaluating the performances of biomarkers using a receiver operating characteristic curve analysis.

sitivity
%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

AUC Threshold

29.5 26.4 86.1 NA NA

NA NA NA 0.67 >50 mm/h

57.3 61.9 61.0 0.65 >50 mm/h

64 NA NA 0.82 >60 mm/h

92 NA NA 0.77 >91 mm/h

37.4 36.2 91.9 0.68 NA

30.5 27.2 88.6 NA NA

NA NA NA 0.63 ≥24.5 mg/l

67.9 68.9 65.9 0.72 >20 mg/l

69 NA NA 0.711 1.7 mg/l

52 NA NA 0.63 >13 mg/l

27 NA NA 0.63 >13 mg/l

62 NA NA 0.63 >62 mg/l

50 NA NA 0.58 >52 mg/l

41.3 38.3 96.6 0.76 NA

41.2 29.3 87.7 NA NA
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First
author

Year Disease Disease
group
(n)

Stage of
the

disease

Control group Control
group
(n)

Biomarkers studied

CRP and ESR

Kermani
(23)

2012 GCA (TAB +) 587 Diagnosis TAB negative 177 ESR

Oh (24) 2018 GCA (TAB positive) 84 Diagnosis GCA look-alike
(negative TAB)

289 ESR

Chan (25) 2019 GCA 139 Diagnosis Suspected GCA 131 ESR

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (C1)

13 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (C1) 25 ESR

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (cohort 2)

11 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (cohort 2) 39 ESR

Atlas (26) 2023 GCA (TAB positive) 86 Diagnosis TAB-negative 255 ESR

Kermani
(23)

2012 GCA (TAB +) 587 Diagnosis TAB negative 177 CRP

Oh (24) 2018 GCA (TAB positive) 79 Diagnosis GCA look-alike
(negative TAB)

294 CRP

Chan (25) 2019 GCA 139 Diagnosis Suspected GCA 131 CRP

Hattori 2020 PMR in remission after
24 months or less GC
therapy

20 After 1
month of
treatment

PMR not in remission
after 24 months or less
GC therapy

30 CRP

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (C1)

13 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (C1) 25 CRP

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (cohort 2)

11 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (cohort 2) 39 CRP

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 1) 52 Untreated GCA look-alike 18 CRP

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 2) 48 Untreated Infection 16 CRP

Atlas (26) 2023 GCA (TAB positive) 86 Diagnosis TAB-negative 255 CRP

Kermani
(23)

2012 GCA (TAB +) 587 Diagnosis TAB negative 177 ESR and CRP
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TABLE 5 Continued

sitivity
%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

AUC Threshold

51.2 40.0 93.6 NA NA

27.4 33.9 94.8 NA NA

NA NA NA 0.55 >9.35.109/l

NA NA NA 0.62 >370.109/l

NA NA NA 0.66 >400.109/l

62.6 66.9 67.2 0.72 >300.109/l

63 NA NA 0.72 >391.109/l

73 NA NA 0.75 >318.109/l

79.3 47.6 82.0 0.71 NA

52.2 31.8 79.1 0.44 NA

100 NA NA NA NA

NA 64.9 NA 0.87 61.5 U/ml

NA 91.7 NA 0.87 19.5 U/ml

NA 88.9 NA 0.83 4.9 U/ml

NA 71.9 56.9 NA NA
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Sen
(

91.0

96.2

NA

NA

NA

71.2

72

80

51.9

61.7

74.2

NA

NA

NA

NA
First
author

Year Disease Disease
group
(n)

Stage of
the

disease

Control group Control
group
(n)

Biomarkers studied

Atlas (26) 2023 GCA (TAB positive) 86 Diagnosis TAB-negative 255 ESR and CRP

Atlas (26) 2023 GCA (TAB positive) 86 Diagnosis TAB-negative 255 ESR or CRP

Hematological markers

Oh (24) 2018 GCA (TAB positive) 90 Diagnosis GCA look-alike
(negative TAB)

324 NLR

Oh (24) 2018 GCA (TAB positive) 89 Diagnosis GCA look-alike
(negative TAB)

310 PLR

Oh (24) 2018 GCA (TAB positive) 89 Diagnosis GCA look-alike
(negative TAB)

310 Platelets

Chan (25) 2019 GCA 139 Diagnosis Suspected GCA 131 Platelets

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 1) 52 Untreated GCA look-alike 18 Platelets

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 2) 48 Untreated Infection 16 Platelets

Atlas (26) 2023 GCA (TAB positive) 86 Diagnosis TAB-negative 255 Platelets

Atlas (26) 2023 GCA (TAB positive) 86 Diagnosis TAB-negative 255 Hemoglobin

Autoantibodies

Liozon
(29)

2000 Relapsing GCA 21 Under
treatment

Unrelapsing GCA 21 Anticardiolipin AAb

Baerlecken
(31)

2012 GCA and/or PMR 47 Untreated HIV, tuberculosis, B-
NHL, GPA, AS, PsA,
blood donors

41 Ab to the ferritin heavy chain
protein

Baerlecken
(31)

2012 GCA and/or PMR 47 Untreated NA NA Ab to the N-terminal 27
amino acids of the human
ferritin heavy chain

Baerlecken
(31)

2012 GCA and/or PMR 47 Untreated NA NA Ab to the N-terminal part of
the ferritin of S epidermidis

Régent
(32)

2013 GCA (TAB+ and TAB-
)

69 Diagnosis GCA-look alike 47 IgG Ab directed against a
peptide of the human ferritin
heavy chain
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TABLE 5 Continued

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

AUC Threshold

100 77 NA NA 0.90 1,018 pg/ml

92 69 NA NA 0.83 989 pg/ml

91 100 NA NA 0.93 55 pg/ml

100 77 NA NA 0.97 37 pg/ml

NA NA NA NA 0.85 NA

92 100 NA NA 0.98 7 pg/ml

100 100 NA NA 1.0 8 pg/ml

85 64 NA NA 0.78 >0.048

100 72 NA NA 0.88 >0.051

69 92 NA NA 0.81 <23 ng/ml

80 83 NA NA 0.82 <14 ng/ml

67 67 NA NA 0.66 >18.6 ng/ml

92 70 NA NA 0.83 >13.3 ng/ml

91 66 NA NA 0.81 >140 ng/ml

91 73 NA NA 0.86 >118.2 ng/
ml
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First
author

Year Disease Disease
group
(n)

Stage of
the

disease

Control group Control
group
(n)

Biomarkers studied

Other markers

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 BAFF

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 BAFF

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 CXCL9

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 CXCL9

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 CXCL10

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 IL-6

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis Healthy controls 13 IL-6

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (C1)

13 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (C1) 25 Angpt2/Angpt1 ratio

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (cohort 2)

11 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (cohort 2) 39 Angpt2/Angpt1 ratio

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (C1)

13 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (C1) 25 MMP-3

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (cohort 2)

11 Diagnosis Isolated PMR (cohort 2) 39 MMP-3

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 1) 52 Untreated GCA look-alike 18 MMP-3

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 2) 48 Untreated Infection 16 MMP-3

Fukui
(102)

2016 PMR 115 Diagnosis PMR with GCA 17 MMP-3

Fukui
(102)

2016 PMR 115 Diagnosis GCA (with or without
PMR)

29 MMP-3
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Control group Control
group
(n)

Biomarkers studied Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

AUC Threshold

lated PMR (C1) 25 sCD206 77 64 NA NA 0.66 >191 ng/ml

lated PMR (cohort 2) 39 sCD206 80 62 NA NA 0.71 >178 ng/ml

A look-alike 18 PR3 63 60 NA NA 0.57 >38 ng/ml

fection 16 PR3 92 61 NA NA 0.79 >66 ng/ml

althy controls 25 Osteopontin 80 84 NA NA 0.862 59.79 nd/dl

A inactive patients NA Osteopontin 77 78 NA NA 0.836 67.28 ng/dl

cell activating factor; B-NHL, B-Non Hodgkin’s lymphoma; CD, cluster of differentiation; CRP, C-reactive protein; CXCL, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand; ESR, erythrocyte
olyangeitis; HIV, human immunodeficience virus; MMP, matrix matalloproteinase; NLR, Neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio; NPV, negative predictive value; PLR, Platelet to
arthritis; TAB, temporal artery biopsy.
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First
author

Year Disease Disease
group
(n)

Stage of
the

disease

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (C1)

13 Diagnosis Is

van Sleen
(17)

2022 PMR with overlapping
GCA (cohort 2)

11 Diagnosis Is

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 1) 52 Untreated G

van Sleen
(17)

2022 GCA (cohort 2) 48 Untreated In

Prieto-
González
(54)

2017 GCA 76 Diagnosis H

Prieto-
González
(98)

2017 GCA active patients Follow-up G

AAb, autoantibodies; Ab, antibodies; Angpt, angiopoietin; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BAFF, B
sedimentation rate; GC, glucocorticoids; GCA, giant cell arteritis; GPA, granulomatosis with
lymphocyte ratio; PMR, polymyalgia rheumatica; PPV, positive predictive value; PsA, psoriati
NA, Not available.
o

o

C

e

C

-
p
c
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TABLE 6 Summary of the studies evaluating the correlation between biomarkers and other clinical or biological outcomes.

First
author

Year Disease Number of patients
in the disease group

Stage of
the

disease

Biomarker Correlated
parameter

Correlation
coefficient

P value

Biomarkers from daily biology

Fukui (102) 2016 GCA 29 Diagnosis CRP ESR 0.41 Significant

Fukui (102) 2016 PMR 115 Diagnosis CRP ESR 0.62 Significant

van Sleen
(37)

2019 GCA 42 Diagnosis CRP ESR 0.80 <0.01

van Sleen
(37)

2019 PMR 31 Diagnosis CRP ESR 0.36 NS

Jud (78) 2023 GCA 20 Treated
patients

CRP Diameter of the
thoracic descending
aorta

0.519 0.019

Jud (78) 2023 GCA 20 Treated
patients

Lymphocyte
count

Diameter of the
thoracic descending
aorta

0.504 0.023

van Sleen
(37)

2019 GCA 42 Diagnosis Hemoglobin ESR -0.51 <0.01

van Sleen
(37)

2019 PMR 31 Diagnosis Hemoglobin ESR -0.65 <0.01

van Sleen
(37)

2019 GCA 42 Diagnosis Platelets CRP 0.49 <0.01

van Sleen
(37)

2019 GCA 42 Diagnosis Platelets ESR 0.54 <0.01

Jung (106) 2019 PMR 94 Diagnosis NLR ESR -0.03 0.767

Jung (106) 2019 PMR 94 Diagnosis NLR CRP 0.572 <0.001

Jung (106) 2019 PMR 94 Diagnosis PLR ESR 0.210 0.038

Jung (106) 2019 PMR 94 Diagnosis PLR CRP 0.424 <0.001

Jung (106) 2019 PMR 94 Diagnosis MLR ESR 0.177 0.082

Jung (106) 2019 PMR 94 Diagnosis MLR CRP 0.421 <0.001

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Diagnosis C3 CRP 0.3 <0.01

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Diagnosis C4 CRP 0.08 0.25

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Remission C3 CRP 0.7 <0.01

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Remission C4 CRP 0.66 <0.01

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Relapse C3 CRP 0.68 0.01

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Relapse C4 CRP 0.007 0.98

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Remission
under
tocilizumab

C3 CRP -0.04 <0.9

Conticini
(91)

2023 GCA 139 Remission
under
tocilizumab

C4 CRP 0.4 0.28
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TABLE 6 Continued

First
author

Year Disease Number of patients
in the disease group

Stage of
the

disease

Biomarker Correlated
parameter

Correlation
coefficient

P value

Cytokines

Dasgupta
(38)

1990 GCA and PMR 15 Untreated
disease

IL-6 ESR 0.76 <0.05

Roche (39) 1993 GCA and PMR 31 Untreated
disease

IL-6 ESR 0.20 NS

Roche (39) 1993 GCA and PMR 31 Untreated
disease

IL-6 Platelets 0.10 NS

Hernández-
Rodrıǵuez
(49)

2002 GCA 62 Diagnosis IL-6 CRP 0.378 0.025

Garcıá-
Martıńez
(116)

2010 GCA 54 Diagnosis IL-6 CRP 0.296 0.03

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis IL-6 CRP 0.73 <0.05

Pulsatelli
(41)

2017 GCA 14 Untreated
disease

IL-6 CRP NA NS

Garcıá-
Martıńez
(116)

2010 GCA 54 Diagnosis IL-6 ESR 0.078 NS

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis IL-6 ESR 0.68 <0.05

Pulsatelli
(41)

2017 GCA 14 Untreated
disease

IL-6 ESR NA NS

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis IL-6 ESR 0.76 <0.01

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis IL-6 CRP 0.79 <0.01

Carvajal
Alegria (108)

2021 PMR 18 Diagnosis IL-6 Leukocytes 0.715 <0.001

Carvajal
Alegria (108)

2021 PMR 18 Diagnosis IL-6 Neutrophils 0.767 <0.001

Carvajal
Alegria (108)

2021 PMR 18 Diagnosis IL-6 Hemoglobin 0.575 0.012

Carvajal
Alegria (108)

2021 PMR 18 Diagnosis IL-6 Platelets 0.47 0.049

Pulsatelli
(105)

2008 PMR 93 Diagnosis sIL-6R Number of relapses 0.334 0.01

Pulsatelli
(105)

2008 PMR 93 After 1 month
of treatment

sIL-6R Number of relapses 0.246 0.023

Pulsatelli
(105)

2008 PMR 93 After 3
months of
treatment

sIL-6R Number of relapses 0.253 0.021

Pulsatelli
(105)

2008 PMR 93 After 12
months of
treatment

sIL-6R Number of relapses 0.233 0.035

Hernández-
Rodrıǵuez
(49)

2002 GCA 62 Diagnosis TNFa ESR 0.364 0.018
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TABLE 6 Continued

First
author

Year Disease Number of patients
in the disease group

Stage of
the

disease

Biomarker Correlated
parameter

Correlation
coefficient

P value

Garcıá-
Martıńez
(116)

2010 GCA 54 Diagnosis TNF a ESR 0.248 NS

Garcıá-
Martıńez
(116)

2010 GCA 54 Diagnosis TNF a CRP 0.19 NS

Hernández-
Rodrıǵuez
(49)

2002 GCA 62 Diagnosis TNFa Haptoglobin 0.448 0.022

Hernández-
Rodrıǵuez
(49)

2002 GCA 62 Diagnosis TNFa Hemoglobin -0.329 0.033

Espıǵol-
Frigolé (51)

2013 GCA 57 Diagnosis IL-17A mRNA
*

ESR 0.0886 0.60

Espıǵol-
Frigolé (51)

2013 GCA 57 Diagnosis IL-17A mRNA
*

Hemoglobin -0.03563 0.82

Espıǵol-
Frigolé (51)

2013 GCA 57 Diagnosis IL-17A mRNA
*

CRP 0.1495 0.45

Espıǵol-
Frigolé (51)

2013 GCA 57 Diagnosis IL-17A mRNA
*

IL-6 0.363 0.025

Espıǵol-
Frigolé (51)

2013 GCA 57 Diagnosis IL-17A mRNA
*

IL23p19 mRNA 0.397 0.008

Espıǵol-
Frigolé (51)

2013 GCA 57 Diagnosis IL-17A mRNA
*

TGFb -0.037 0.848

Angiogenesis

Meliconi
(109)

2000 PMR 29 Diagnosis VEGF ESR 0.40 0.041

Meliconi
(109)

2000 PMR 29 Diagnosis VEGF CRP 0.39 0.033

Baldini (19) 2012 GCA with
ischemic
complication

27 Follow-up VEGF ESR 0.672 0.001

Baldini (19) 2012 GCA with
ischemic
complication

27 Follow-up VEGF CRP 0.520 0.007

Dimitrijevic
(75)

2010 GCA 10 Diagnosis Endothelin-1* ESR NA NS

Dimitrijevic
(75)

2010 GCA 10 Diagnosis Endothelin-1* CRP 0.75 <0.05

Dimitrijevic
(75)

2010 GCA 10 Diagnosis Endothelin-B
receptor*

ESR NA NS

Dimitrijevic
(75)

2010 GCA 10 Diagnosis Endothelin-B
receptor*

CRP 0.65 <0.05

Klapa (77) 2019 GCA 42 NA Anti-
endohtelin-A
receptor aAb

ESR NA NS

Klapa (77) 2019 GCA 42 NA Anti-
endohtelin-A
receptor aAb

CRP NA NS
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level of a marker in a subgroup does not mean that it enables us to

properly discriminate those groups. Depending on the scattering of

the data, a biomarker can have various properties. Again, in a

specific context, one could be looking for a biomarker with high

specificity, high sensitivity, or sometimes both. Performances,

evaluated with ROC curves, and the definition of a threshold to

establish sensitivity and specificity, are both elements mandatory to

implement the use of a biomarker in clinical practice. Table 7
Frontiers in Immunology 18
presents the personal point of view and points to consider by the

authors about studies on biomarkers in GCA and PMR.

Biomarkers can be used in an isolated manner; however, they

are now more commonly used in associations with several

biomarkers or with clinical characteristics to increase their

performance. In other diseases, several matrices have been

proposed to aid the disease prognosis. In cardiology, such

matrices, including, among others, age, gender, blood pressure,
TABLE 6 Continued

First
author

Year Disease Number of patients
in the disease group

Stage of
the

disease

Biomarker Correlated
parameter

Correlation
coefficient

P value

Klapa (77) 2019 GCA 42 NA Anti-
endohtelin-A
receptor aAb

Hemoglobin NA NS

Tissue remodelling

Prieto-
González
(54)

2017 GCA 76 Diagnosis Osteopontin ESR 0.32 0.009

Prieto-
González
(54)

2017 GCA 76 Diagnosis Osteopontin CRP 0.42 <0.001

Prieto-
González
(54)

2017 GCA 76 Diagnosis Osteopontin IL-6 0.34 0.005

Fukui (102) 2016 GCA 29 Diagnosis MMP-3 CRP 0.27 NS

Fukui (102) 2016 PMR 115 Diagnosis MMP-3 CRP 0.14 NS

Fukui (102) 2016 GCA 29 Diagnosis MMP-3 ESR -0.03 NS

Fukui (102) 2016 PMR 115 Diagnosis MMP-3 ESR 0.17 NS

Other biomarkers

Ellingsen
(104)

2000 GCA 33 Diagnosis MCP-1 ESR 0.008 0.97

Ellingsen
(104)

2000 PMR 27 Diagnosis MCP-1 ESR 0.06 0.77

Baldini (19) 2012 GCA with
ischemic
complication

27 Follow-up PTX3 ESR 0.453 0.018

Baldini (19) 2012 GCA with
ischemic
complication

27 Follow-up PTX3 CRP 0.530 0.005

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis BAFF CRP 0.85 <0.01

van der
Geest (21)

2015 GCA 12 Diagnosis BAFF ESR 0.83 <0.01

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis BAFF CRP 0.77 <0.01

van der
Geest (21)

2015 PMR 12 Diagnosis BAFF ESR 0.79 <0.01
fro
aAb, autoantibodies; BAFF, B cell activating factor; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GCA, giant cell arteritis; IL, interleukin; MCP, Monocyte chemoattractant protein; MLR, monocyte–
lymphocyte ratio; NLR, neutrophil–lymphocyte ratio; PLR: platelet–lymphocyte ratio; PMR, polymyalgia rheumatica; TAB, temporal artery biopsy; TGF, transforming growth factor; TNF,
tumor necrosis factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
*Evaluation in temporal artery biopsies.
NA, Not available.
ntiersin.org
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and lipids, have been used for many years (117). In inflammatory

rheumatism, such matrices have also been developed, for example,

in rheumatoid arthritis (118) or spondyloarthritis (119). In GCA

and PMR, one study did propose the use of a set of associated

biomarkers, but no matrix for prediction has been established (18).

Associations of biomarkers might help stratify patients into
Frontiers in Immunology 19
subgroups at higher or lower risk of relapse and help adapt the

treatment (120).

To conclude, ESR and CRP are still key elements in the

diagnosis and monitoring of GCA and PMR. But two gray areas

are still important. First, CRP and ESR do not enable a clear

identification of the patients at risk of vascular complications in
TABLE 7 Points to consider in biomarkers studies.

Topic Lines of
thinking Points to consider in GCA and PMR

Scientific question: What is the aim of the study?

Diagnosis Diagnosis is a challenge in some patients, mainly when it comes to alternate diagnosis. The diagnosis of underlying vasculitis or underlying
cancer in PMR might also be relevant.

Prognosis Prognosis might include the risk of relapses or complications

Follow-up of
disease activity

APR are currently used in association to clinical symptoms to follow disease activity. But, in some cases, APR cannot be used, and
alternatives could be useful.

Drug choice GC remain the basis of treatment in both diseases. But with the growing number of targeted therapies evaluated, biomarkers could be useful
to make a choice.

Drug
monitoring

Tapering GC without a risk of flare is a daily question. Some therapies interact with APR and disturb the monitoring of disease activity.

Choice of the biomarker(s) and of the technique

An isolated
biomarker

Considering our current knowledge of the pathophysiology of the diseases, one could select a specific actor of inflammation, tissue
remodeling, aging, etc. But now technology enables the concomitant analysis of many parameters, from dozens to thousands. In daily
practice, such analyses are often not available. So, research based on large panels should aim at identifying only one or few biomarkers. The
use of “signatures” is also possible, but rarely available in daily practice.A panel of

selected
biomarkers

A “omic”
approach

Choice of the biological material

Serum The choice of the biological material should be guided by its availability for research, but also for generalization in daily practice. In GCA,
temporal artery biopsies are still performed for diagnosis, but infiltrates are not always present, and the use imaging techniques has
decreased the number of biopsies. In PMR, tissue is not routinely analyzed for patient’s care.Plasma

Isolated cells

Biopsy tissue

Choice of the study population: Does the population fit the objective of the study?

Affected
population

The stage of the disease (early disease, relapse) and the treatment intake (GC, csDMARDs, targeted therapies) must be considered.

Control
population

The control population might fit with the aim of the study and the possible use of the biomarker in daily practice. The control population
might not be the same if the aim is to differentiate GCA or PMR from mimics, to differentiate PMR with or without an underlying vasculitis
or to differentiate GCA or PMR patients with and without a relapse.

Size of the
populations

The size of the population might fit the number of explored biomarkers to ensure a proper power of analysis. The need for a validation
cohort might be considered.

Choice of the type of analysis

ROC curves
and
discrimination
performances

A difference in the mean of a biomarker between groups is often not sufficient for a clinical use. ROC curves, with an area under the curves,
a threshold definition, calculation of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, should be considered.

Scores Biomarkers can be associated to each other or associated to clinical or imaging data to build scores, or probability tables.

Validation
cohort and
second cohort

Many studies are performed on one cohort of patients. To confirm the usefulness of the identified biomarkers in a validation cohort. A
cohort is sometimes split in two for discovery and validation. But a validation with a different cohort might confer more strength to the
results.
APR, acute phase reactants; csDMARDs, conventional synthetic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs; GC, glucocorticoids.
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GCA. Second, if molecules that inhibit IL-6R are used, CRP and

ESR are known to be artificially low and useless in most cases. Now

that candidates have been identified in both situations, efforts

should be made to convert and validate these biomarkers.
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